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For now, CIMK will provide you with in-depth quantitative and qualitative

company profiles that enabling you as an investor to understand a company

from different angles. In the long run, CIMK will offer a software-based

dashboard that will provide real-time information about Chinese companies

and industries. We will help you to answer the following questions:

 

Are the business model and the products of the company

interesting for you?

 

Has the company a leading role in their industry?

 

What are the current chances and risks of this company?

 

Does this company fit my investment criteria?
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CIMK is an online platform to share information and analyses about

Chinese industries and public companies with semi-professional non-

Chinese speaking investors.

 

Our goal is to close the tremendous information gap and language

barrier that exists between non-Chinese speaking investors and the

Chinese market by providing in-depth information about the Chinese

companies' business models, financial performances, and overall market

environment. Therefore, we will provide you with all available financial

and  non-financial information that will allow you to identify stocks that 

match your investment parameters.

CIMK MISSION & VISION
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SUMMARY XPENG
Xpeng is a Chinese smart electric vehicle ("smart EV") company that

designs, develops, manufactures, and markets smart EVs in China. The

company was founded in Guangzhou in 2015 and went public in the

second half of 2020.

They currently sell two different cars, namely the G3 (an SUV) and the

P7 (a four-door sports sedan). Thereby they are targeting the mid-to-

high-end segment in China's passenger car market. Xpeng is growing

rapidly in sales (342.5% YoY) and vehicles delivered (265.8% YoY),

resulting in a net loss of $169.2m in Q3 2020. In terms of market share,

they are only in third place as Xpeng delivered 27,041 cars last year,

while NIO and Li Auto delivered 43,728 and 32,624 cars. To grow

further, Xpeng is cooperating with Guangzhou GET Investment

Holdings to develop and build a new smart EV production facility in

Guangzhou. For the production of their first model, they worked with a

partner, but they now produce it in their own factory for their second

model. 

Xpeng is also investing heavily in its autonomous driving technology

and just this year released XPILOT 3.0, a recent version that enables

autonomous driving on the highway. The company is pursuing an

omnichannel sales approach that combines targeted online marketing

with a physical sales and service network in terms of sales.

They also have negative press due to a battery fire. 
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Riks

- Very negative press at the moment because of the burning car. As

safety is very important in China, this incident can have a very

negative impact

- The scaling of production is a huge challenge for them, and the

change from contract manufacturing to in house manufacturing is

also associated with short and medium-term risks

Chances

- They have very strong growth and have carved out a good

differentiation as the only Chinese EV producer with its own

autonomous driving system

- Through the IPO last year and another round of financing

thereafter, they have sufficient cash to continue to grow and

scale structures. 

-They have a high brand awareness in China

 

EVALUATION XPENG
We evaluate the multilayered company based on three different

dimensions. 

Competitive Position

- They are currently number three of the young growing EV startups

(behind NIO and Li Auto). However, it can be said that they have

caught up strongly, especially in Q4, and have the clear potential to

join the top group

- Differentiation is to be achieved through software features
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In the last year, Xpeng's share price has doubled. If you compare this
with the explosion-like share growth of NIO or Tesla in the last year, it
doesn't look quite as impressive. So if you believe in the high valuations
in the EV market, you should definitely look at Xpeng, as it is a fast-
growing company that develops interesting software solutions.

(21 February)

Analyst Recommendation

STOCK MARKET PERFORMANCE
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Take
Away

Based on 7 Wall Street Analysts

Analyst Price Target

Based on 7 Wall Street Analysts

Stock Market Information XPEV

Share Statistics

IPO Price: $15 Follow-on Equity Offering,
First sales in Europe Current share price: $40.88



Car Delivered in December
by Car Type
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

General Financial Numbers

Industry-Specific Financial Numbers

Delivered Cars in 2020

27,041
 

112% YOY

Revenue

G+A Expenses

R&D Expenses

Net Loss

NYSE: NIO (CNY Millions)

Cash & Short Term Investments

Total Equity

Total Debt

Take
Away

Compared to its competitors, Xpeng's current debt level is not very high,
and the company has the liquid assets to finance growth in the medium
term. The net loss has continued to increase in recent quarters, but this
seems justified by more than 100% revenue growth.

NYSE: NIO (CNY Millions)

Total Funding Amount

US$ 4.6B



Corporate Strategy Xpeng

 
Overview

Xpeng was founded in 2015 with the self-proclaimed vision of bringing Smart EVs to Chinese consumers through

innovations in autonomous driving, smart connectivity, and core vehicle systems. 

Xpeng designs, develops, manufactures, and markets its EVs. Today, they sell two different vehicles, the SUV (the

G3) and the four-door sports sedan (the P7), with more models planned for the next two years. Their products

target the mid-to-high-end segment of the Chinese passenger car market, with prices ranging from RMB150,000

to RMB300,000. Above all, they want to set themselves apart from the competition with their autonomous driving

system XPILOT 3.0. Currently, they see that up to 50% of the customers of their P7 car have also ordered this

autopilot. 

In terms of the production chain, they source components from both domestic and global suppliers. Their clear

goal is to localize the supply chain as much as possible for better cost efficiency and risk minimization. A large

proportion of their components are already sourced in China, and a significant proportion of our suppliers are

global companies with production facilities in China. Xpeng has strategic partnerships with several key suppliers,

such as Bosch, Brembo, and CATL.

Production
In terms of production, Xpeng has taken two different approaches. First, in March 2017, a contract manufacturing

agreement was signed with Haima, a China-based car manufacturer. Haima has more than three decades of

automotive manufacturing experience and has provided a plant in Zhengzhou for the production of the G3. The

Haima plant currently has an annual production capacity of up to 150,000 units. Under the agreements, they pay

Haima monthly production and technology service fees based on the

number of vehicles ordered, with no minimum production volume requirement. Also, Xpeng has also set up its own

plant in Zhaoqing, Guangdong province. Production of the P7 started there in May 2020, and the plant will also

be used for future models. The Zhaoqing plant currently occupies a site of over 600,000 square meters and has a

construction area of over 227,000 square meters. The plant has a planned annual production capacity of 100,000

units. The same management team runs the Zhaoqing plant and the Haima plant, which allows us to seamlessly

transfer the experience we gained at the Haima plant to the Zhaoqing plant. Xpeng has strategically set up two

Smart EV platforms, which they have named David and Edward. These two scalable platforms allow them to

develop vehicles with a wheelbase of 2,600 millimeters to 3,100 millimeters. Each Smart EV platform will enable

efficient development of a variety of models as common components can be used for different models on the

same platform.

In addition, they are also trying to get skills elsewhere by working with a German engineering and design firm to

develop the P7.

Xpeng uses lithium NCM cells for its batteries. Their Smart EVs' battery system uses high energy density battery

cells packed into modules and attached to a high-strength aluminum frame. Charging of these batteries is

possible via home charging stations, Xpeng-branded supercharging stations, third-party charging stations.

 

.

CORPORATE STRATEGY & PRODUCTS
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Services
In addition to the cars' actual sales, Xpeng also tries to offer various after-sales services to increase customer

lifetime value further. The services offered are:

Insurance Agency Service. They help their customers to purchase car insurance policies from insurance companies.

To provide a convenient experience, they use the Sentry Mode feature to help customers submit photos of

accidents when making insurance claims. 

Arranging car loans and finance leases. Xpeng works with banks to connect them with customers looking for car

financing solutions. To complement banks' services, they also offer finance leasing to their customers through a

wholly-owned subsidiary. In 2019 and the first half of 2020, the financing for their customers' vehicle purchases was

mainly provided by the banks we work with. 

In-car payment. Xpeng has implemented Alipay on the P7 so that its customers can conveniently conduct

transactions via in-car apps. In addition, in the future, their customers will be able to set up the automatic payment

of tolls and parking fees via the Alipay in-vehicle app.

Technology
XPILOT is Xpeng's proprietary autonomous driving system, specifically tailored to China's driving behavior and road

conditions. They consider themselves the only China-based automotive company currently developing full

proprietary software for the commercialization of autonomous driving.

Xmart OS is their intelligent operating system for the car. It is part of the smart cockpit that provides a seamless,

easy-to-use, and voice-controlled smart mobility experience. Xmart OS enables a wide range of smart connectivity

features, including an AI voice assistant, smart navigation, and an app store.

AI voice assistant, their AI voice assistant, is able to have natural and continuous dialogues without the need to

activate it repeatedly. While it is answering, a person can interrupt to give a new voice instruction.

Intelligent navigation.  You have a highly customized navigation system based on Alibaba's Amap engine. They also

use Amap's high-resolution map for their advanced autonomous driving system.

Ecosystem for third-party apps and services. By using their in-vehicle app store, Xpeng has built a broader

ecosystem to serve their customers better.

G3

Products
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XPeng's second car is a sedan called the P7, which was launched last year and is a direct competitor to Tesla's

Model 3 (TSLA). This car is now being produced and manufactured in XPeng's own factory in Zhaoqing,

Guangdong province, compared to the G3. Production started here in May 2020. Due to the in-house

production and development, many new features can be implemented. Xpeng developed the high-quality EV-

specific chassis in cooperation with a German engineering and design company. They developed the dynamic

torque distribution themselves and integrated the continuously variable damping control to provide a premium

driving experience. They also worked with a world-class supplier to develop the P7's prismatic lithium NCM

cells, which offer high energy density and a low profile. Xpeng's batteries are fast-charging capable, which

offers their customers a convenient experience. For example, the P7 battery can be charged from 30% to 80%

of battery capacity in less than 30 minutes. The price of the P7 varies from $33000 to $50000 in China.

The first car produced and distributed by Xpeng is an SUV called G3, which started production in 2018. The

car can travel around 300 kilometers on one battery charge in its basic configuration, while a higher package

has a larger battery capacity and can travel more than 400 kilometers on one battery charge. The two versions

(Core vs. Smart) differ even further in the range of software features. You get many more features of the

autonomous Driving Assistant with the more expensive version. The price of the G3 varies depending on the

package, therefore the price starts at $21000 and goes up to $29000 in China. The battery pack of the G3 is

developed in-house and produced either by a contract manufacturer or in-house. As a testament to the safety

of the batteries, the G3 was estimated to have been driven a total of 282 million kilometers by 30 June 2020.

P7
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Xpeng has positioned itself as a high-priced EV manufacturer, which is now moving from

contract manufacturing to in-house production. The focus on in-house production allows for

more consistent and efficient manufacturing but also comes with many scaling challenges.

They also offer one of the most advanced autonomous driving solutions, and it will be

interesting to see if they can keep up with Tesla's development.

Take
Away
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MARKET ENVIRONMENT

China remained the world’s largest EV market, with 2.3 million electric vehicles in active use (45% of

global  EVs). The  market is highly competitive with a high number of different actors. Not only the

traditional internatinola and homestic car manufactures try to sell EVs, also there is a high number of

EV only young companies which try to increase their market share. 

Due to COVID-19, the Chinese government’s extended the monetary incentives for new-energy

vehicles (NEVs) while also applying nonmonetary forms of support (Charging infrastructure & Ban of

Fuel Cars).

There is a clear trend that technology companies such as Alibaba, Tencent, Baidu are heavily

involved in new EV startups and partly cooperate with traditional car manufacturers. In China, future

differentiation appears to be primarily through software. 

Electric vehicle in China 1st half of 2020
(in 10,000)

EV industry in China

Market share of EV sales 2020 in China
(in %)



Recall action of P7 despite record results.
From the press release 28 minutes ago

Negative

Link

 

The US version of Xpeng "Lucid" plans to go public
From press release 02-20 07:52

Neutral

Link

 

Xiaopeng P7 burns. This will lead to an investigation into the safety of Xpeng's cars.
From press release 02-08 15:30

Negative

Link

Xpeng will release its financial report for the fourth quarter and the whole year of 2020 on March 8
From press release 02-10 21:21

Neutral

Link
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NEWS
Chinese News Sources

News Analysis

Positive
65.2%

Neutral
21.6%

Negative
13.2%
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Take
Away

Various recall actions and the fire of a car's battery have led to many
negative headlines recently. It remains to be seen whether this negative
press will have an impact on sales figures. 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/xpeng-recalls-13-000-suvs-what-it-means-for-the-stock-51611936202
https://xueqiu.com/S/XPEV/172194632
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/alibaba-stock-correction-offers-opportunity-150836305.html
https://xueqiu.com/S/XPEV/171342717
https://xueqiu.com/S/XPEV/171588148


https://www.linkedin.com/company/cimk

Follow us on LinkedIn to get more free analyses

THANK YOU

www.cimk.net

https://www.linkedin.com/company/69094445

